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Short i words with pictures



Advertisement.EnchantedLearning.com is a user-supported site. As a bonus, site members have access to a banner-free version of the site, with print-friendly pages. Click here to learn more. Short printouts of words in I Word: 'Short I' Words PageA dictionary image of words that begin with the short
sound - in image dictionary format. Words that begin with the letter I (short i)a tiny book printable activity book, for printing on simple words beginning with I (short i) - for early readers and writers. The book consists of 2 pages to print and turns 8 pages for the student to cut, color, and write b. The words
are: igloo, iguana, inch, imp, ink, insect, and what else starts with me? Rhyme words with a small IgA Mini BookA and catch on to simple words rhyme with 'ig' - for early readers and writers. The book consists of 2 printable pages and makes 8 pages for the student to cut, color, and write b. The words are:
big, dig, stitch, pig, branch, wig, and can you think of another word rhyming with ig? I Word Short Wheel Prepare a wheel about the words that contain short i sound using this 2-page printout; It consists of a base pillar along with a spinning wheel. When you turn the wheel, words appear containing a short
i sound, including pig, ship, lips, smile, sit, milk, king, kitten, ring, wink, gift, pin. The student then writes the words. Match 'Short I' WordsMatch 10 words that have the short I sound. The words are ring, ship, kitten, king, milk, gift, pin, lips, sit, pig. Or go for answers. Circle words that have short 'I'
SoundCircle 10 words that have a short sound. The words are pork, pin, ring, fish, king, chin, lips, sit, lizard/iguana, gloves. Or go for answers. I Phonics Short Worksheet: Multiple selection Each picture has three words that describe it. Select the word that has a short i sound. The short sound i (ha
sound) is the sound of movement in it, chick, pill, and voice. Or go for answers. Write eight words that have a short I sound to find and write words that have a short I sound. Sample answers: his, rip, ink, match, fix, kiss, bill, spin. Surround the correct spelling of short ICircle words with the correct spelling
of the words that have a short i-sound, and then paint the word image. The words are language, ship, gift, kitten, milk, king, ring, pig, gloves, sit. Short I Spell Word QuestionsUse the list of 'Short I' spelling words to answer simple questions. Lyrics: big, cradle, fish, fix, smile, hide, hill, king, lid, milk, six,
wings. Or go for answers. Missing letters in words with short sound I find the missing letters in i short words, and then paint the picture of the word. The words are pig, pin, ring, milk, king, lips, ship, kitten, sit, gift. Words decode with short I sound wrong the short words I am, and then paint the picture of the
words. The words are ship, pig, pin, Wink, milk, king, gloves, kitten, smile. Alphabet activities: B CD F G G J L L L P P Q R W W X Y Z Long Short e Short I'm Short I'm Long o Long u Short u Click here for K-3 Themes All Animal Themes Food People Plants Time Sports &amp; Holidays Calendar b c f g
g g g j J J L MV R R R T U W X Y Z, Long A, Short All About Me Crocodiles, Crocodiles Alphabet, Animal Letters Apples Day One April Illuminate Improvisation Day ASL Astronomy B Balloons Baseball Beach Bats Carrying Bees Bedtime Birds Birthday Blends Boats Body Bones Skeletons Butterflies C
Calendars Camping Canada Day Cat Classification Chickens China Chinese Chinese New Year Christmas Cinco de Mayo Circus Color Classification Clothing Columbus Day Community Assistants Compare and Contrast Computer Terms Containers Dead Dinosaur Dogs Dolch Words Dolphins Dragons
Drawing Dutch Ducks Language E, Long E, Short E Earth Easter Day Eggs Election Elephants Emancipation Emotions Energy F Fact or Opinion Autumn Family Experience Father's Day Favorites Emotions Fire trucks, Firefighters Fish Flag Day Flowers Follow instructions French language food Friends
frogs fruit, vegetable furniture G German geography Giraffes Day Grandpa's Day Groundhog H Halloween Hanukkah Happiness Holidays Holidays Homes/Residences Human Body Human Body Long I, Short I Ice Cream Independence Day Insects Sky Italian Language J Japan Works July 4 June 160 K
Kangaroo Kings Queens, Castles Koalas Kwanzaa L Labor Day Ladybug Rabbenu Got on letters left and right of alphabet M Mammals Martin Luther King Memorial Day Mice and rats Silver Military Monkeys Moon Mother's Day Music N New Year newspaper names Numbers O , Long O, Short O
Oceans / Days Professions One hundred days of school opposites P pandas penguins people and pets community pigs pirate pizza plants Portuguese day president pumpkins Q R rabbits rainbow reindeer right and left robots rocks Rodeo Russia S Scarecrows School Seasons Sensing Seuss Sewing
Shapes Sharks In The Sky Snow Sorting Spanish Language Spelling Spiders Sport Spring Stars Stories Patrick's Day Summer Sun Swedish Language Symbols Symmetry T Teeth Thanksgiving Time Tools Toys Transportation Travel &amp; Vacation Trees Turkeys U Long U, Short U V Valentine's Day
Vacation Vehicles W Water Whales Weather, Dolphins Winter Witches, Magic X Y Z Magical Learning® Over 35,000 web pagesDefs data for potential subscribers, or click below to read our privacy policy and search the Magical Learning website for : Advertisement. Publication. Copyright ©2005-2018
EnchantedLearning.com ------ How to quote web page Recommendations Recs CVC Word and Image Cards – Short Motion 'a' Cut and Paste (Short Words-I)Cut out the short-I word boxes at the bottom of the page and paste them below Matching picture.1 build-a-word class: Drill and FishUse scissors
cut out the letterboxes forming the drill words and fish in spaces beneath the illustrations. Kindergarten Grade A Build-a-Word: Stick and pig The bottom of this worksheet has eight letter squares cut and sort the words: stick and pig. Kindergarten students and first graders will use a pencil to follow the
dotted lines, write the short first word, and then rewrite the word on the lines controlled by my head. Kindergarten and Tri-A on this worksheet have 12 images. Students will only color the images that have a short-I motion sound.Grades 1 and 2 used this main-controlled worksheet so your students would
think and write as many short words as possible.I. Kindergarten and first grade circle the six short words in a box, then write the words alphabetically. Kindergarten and first grade Dabber activity (short words-I)This printable phonics activity is a fun way for students to differentiate words that have a short-I
sound by marking or coloring them. Kindergarten and first grade stamps (short I)Print this worksheet as a fun activity for students to use letter stamps in boxes to create the words Short-I. Kindergarten &amp; Tri-A
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